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Introduction
The Guide for Batch-Sorted Postal Items (Addressing, Bundling and Unitizing) is aimed at large-volume
senders as well as printing and mailing companies to help them prepare mailing batches for mailing.
The process of mailing large batches usually involves three parties: the sending customer, mailer and
Posti. When the interfaces between these different actors fit seamlessly together, the process works
smoothly and efficiently for all parties.
This guide presents the principles and procedures of addressing and bundling large, addressed
publication and marketing batches and letter batches and loading them into transport units to ensure
optimally efficient processing of mail. We recommend using the Posti Sorting Service for batch sorting.

Posti Pro
Instructions for ordering Customer Direct, Magazine and Economy Publication.

Sorting Service
The Sorting Service is a tool that can be integrated into the mailer company’s sorting system, providing
automated and batch-specific support for preparatory work in mailing. The service is free of charge, both
for the customer and the mailer company.
The Sorting Service is used for mailing letters as well as addressed publications and direct marketing
items.
•
•
•
•
•

The Sorting Service provides clear and up-to-date mailing instructions.
The Sorting Service creates the bundle and unit labels automatically and writes the electronic
mailing list.
You no longer need to enter the postal code distribution on the Mailing Desktop.
The contents of 2D codes and 4-state codes used for the items are created with the Sorting
Service to the mailer/printing house that prints the code on the items.
Includes the opportunity to speed up the delivery of items, differs between services.

More information: posti.fi/sortingservice and lajittelupalvelu@posti.com

Mailing Desktop
Mailing Desktop is an online tool accessible to all parties involved in the publication mailing process via
Posti Service Portal.
Information on the Mailing Desktop is used for reserving resources and planning mailings. The procedures
used in processing distribution information take into account information security and the confidentiality
of data.
Advance order Daytime Delivery and Long-distance Delivery require you to give advance information
and make a mailing plan for batches to be mailed for every calendar year. In addition, preparatory work
must also be carried out for publication batches. Using the Sorting Service is also a requirement for using
the service. Items that are part of deliveries ordered in advance must include a service-specific payment
indication that is in line with Posti’s instructions.
The customer is liable for the accuracy of the key information concerning the publication on the Mailing
Desktop.
The publisher approves the advance order of the publication electronically on the Mailing Desktop
(confirmed advance order of the publication). The advance order specifies, among other things, the
publication dates and geographic distribution.
The mailing plan is confirmed by the publisher or the mailer appointed by the publisher on the Mailing
Desktop (printing or mailing company). The mailing plan specifies the production-related details for each
issue of the publication, such as unitizing and the posting place and time. In mailing-related matters, the
customer is responsible for the mailer of the publication (printing or mailing company) using the Mailing
Desktop.
Posti produces the issue-specific details of the publication with the help of the advance order information
and mailing plan, which the publisher or mailer will update in case of changes to important information.
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Preparatory work for publications
The use of these Services requires that preparatory work has been performed on the publication batch:
•
•
•
•

•
•

The mailing batches for Magazine Pro, Economy Publication, Daytime Publication Delivery and
Long-distance Publication Delivery must be unitized according to the instructions available in
the electronic ordering channel or the instructions in the section on UNITIZING ITEMS (page 23).
If the mailer uses the Sorting Service for mailing the publication, they must use the mailing
batch specific optimum bundling and unitizing data and control labels obtained from the
system.
The items mailed using these services must be sorted and bundled in ascending order by postal
code and address up to the apartment ID in order to maximize the number of bundles sorted by
complete postal code or delivery office.
Daytime Publication Delivery items must be bundled by departure outlet at a minimum and
unitized either into units to be delivered directly to the delivery departure point or at least at the
terminal level (bundles to be opened must be in a separate unit). In case of small volumes, items
can be placed in a separate box on top of the batch.
Transportation units containing items from these Services must be labeled with control labels
printed out from Posti’s systems (Sorting Service or the RCC2 Control Label Application).
In other respects, bundling, unitizing and address markings should follow the instructions in the
respective sections of this guide.

If the Mailing Desktop or Sorting Service is not available due to an exceptional situation or disturbance,
the user (printing or mailing company) must process the mailing batches in accordance with Posti’s
current Guide for Batch-Sorted Postal Items (Addressing, Bundling and Unitizing). If the publication
has not been mailed in accordance with Posti’s instructions, an Additional Handling fee will be charged.
Please see the Contract Price List for additional information.

Publication mailing changes subject to a charge
The amount of the modification charge depends on the date on which the change is agreed (see Contract service price list in the section Additional Publication Services). The changes are always agreed upon
with Posti (postien.vastaanotto@posti.com). The charge is lower for agreements made at least twenty-four
hours prior to the mailing date scheduled with Posti than for agreements made by 12 noon on the scheduled mailing date.
If Posti is notified of the change after twelve noon on the mailing date communicated in advance, or if the
change has not been agreed with Posti, Posti cannot guarantee the production-specific service level.

Prerequisites for using the Magazine Pro, Economy
Publication, Daytime Publication Delivery and Long
Distance Publication Delivery services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The publication in question must have a valid publication customer contract with Posti
(contract code starts with 88).
The Magazine Pro and Economy Publication services require the use of the Sorting Service.
The item must be similar to a publication in terms of handling and appearance.
The item must be unwrapped or wrapped in a manner that leaves the publication’s name, issue
number and address markings clearly visible and readable. In Daytime Publication Delivery, the
batch size must be at least 150 items.
Daytime and Long-distance Publication Delivery services also require the use of the Sorting
Service.
When using the Daytime and Long-distance Publication Delivery services, the publication must
have at least 24 separate issues per year. The Magazine Pro and Economy Publication services
do not have any minimum requirements for the number of issues.
The publication must be foldable to fit a mail slot, even if it contains supplements.

Things to consider when mailing Posti Customer Direct items
The quality of pre-processing affects the pricing of the items. If the mailing batch has not been preprocessed in accordance with Posti’s instructions (Guides for batch-sorted and machine-sortable items
and the Mailing Instructions for Customer Direct), the Additional Handling service (subject to a charge) is
added to the item or the service is changed to Customer Direct, manually sortable.
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ADDRESS REGISTERS
Address register format
The recommended address register system is one where the
different parts of the address are inserted in separate fields
and each field has enough space for a sufficient number of
characters.
The Finnish Public Administration’s recommendation
number 106 (JHS 106) defines the length of the street name
field at 50 characters. Designing the register according to
these guidelines prevents the need to abbreviate addresses.
This practice also helps with sorting addresses in alphabetical
and numerical order, not only by street name but also house
and apartment number.

The recommended character limits for each field of the
address register:
Street name
House number
Apartment letter
Apartment number
Sub-apartment letter

50 characters
13 characters
1 (4*)characters
3 characters
1 character

*) If the delivery address information does not include a stairwell letter
or a combined house number and stairwell letter, the apartment
number should be preceded by the abbreviation as. (asunto) in
a Finnish and bst. (bostad) in a Swedish language address. The
abbreviations as. or bst. will not be saved if the building’s address and
apartment are provided as separate information. During printing,
the abbreviations are entered mechanically according to the rules
of the section in question. Some datasystems reserve three or four
characters for the stairwell number, in which case the abbreviation
as. or bst. is stored in the system.

Maintaining the address registers
Addresses should be entered in their complete form when
first storing them in the system. After this, the address
register requires maintenance to stay in order. As many as
20% of all addresses will change over the year.
There are many reasons for changes of address. Most of
the changes are a result of people moving. In addition,
municipalities change street names and property numbers
as part of rezoning. Posti may combine postal codes in
areas that are “emptying out” and add new postal codes in
centers of growth in order to direct their operations. Housing
companies may change apartment numbers as part of major
renovations.
All of the aforementioned changes have an impact on the
validity of addresses. Keeping your address register up to
date requires maintenance. Address maintenance can
be carried out by the sender themselves, or they may use
address services that specialize in correcting and managing
addresses.
The need for address maintenance services can be assessed
based on mailing frequency. An active register needs to be
maintained frequently or updated on a continuous basis. The
maintenance frequency should mirror the mailing frequency
(weekly publications, bi-monthly publications, monthly
publications etc.).

Update services
The validity of an address can be confirmed by comparing
it to Posti’s address information system or the Population
Information System maintained by the Finnish Population
Register Centre, depending on the party responsible for
maintaining the register. Posti offers an update service based
on both databases.

Posti Information Service
If the customer so desires, the Posti Information Service
may inform them of the recipient’s new/corrected address
in addition to delivering the postal item to the new/
corrected address. The service also sends a notification of an
undeliverable item in electronic form.
The Information Service can be implemented without any
special IT measures. The service may also be supplemented
with a maintenance and updating service.

Maintaining basic address information
The address register can also be maintained using a basic
address file and postal code file. When the street addresses
and postal codes are in order, the items can be immediately
directed to the correct delivery office.
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soitteen
sijainti:MARKINGS
avoin monisivuinen lähetys
ADDRESS
hti, katalogi, esite)

Address
source markings
soite mustalla
värillä takakannen
yläreunaan
An example
of markingalueelle
the address source on a publication-shaped marketing item:
0 mm leveälle
valkoiselle
Osoite
Address
source:kokonaan
Population Information
System,
Richard Recipient		 << A – Posti Ltd << Osoite
soite tulee
tulostaa
lähetykseen
tai
Population Register Centre
Street address 123		 Posti Green 1
ansiliitteeseen
Osoitteen
P.O. Box 123, 00531 HELSINKI
00123 City/municipality
Information provided by Posti Ltd,
voi sijoittaa
oodi voi P.O.
sijaita
lähetyksessä tai kansiliitteessä
Box 7, FI-00011 POSTI
3 eri kohtaan
soitelähde tulostetaan yhdelle riville,
rvittaessa kahdelle

Osoite

2

Osoite

4-asentokoodi, 4-state code
3

Address markings on newspaper-shaped items

NF 7 2

Tilaajan nimi
Täydennetiedot
Katuosoite
00100 Postitoimipaikka

<<Maksumerkintä<<
<<Ohjaustiedot<<
<<Ohjaustiedot<<
<<Jakelutieto<<

Kustantajan tietoja
The address
marking must be in the same location on each
publication and in a position that is easy to notice and read.
hde Väestötietojärjestelmä Väestörekisterikeskus PL 123, 00531 HELSINKI Tietojen tekninen toimitus POSTI Oy PL 7, 00011 POSTI
The address marking must be printed or typed mechanically
e
on the publication or an address label attached
to it. The
Edelleenlähetyksen
address marking must be located on an area free
of other
tulostusmarkings and have a contrast level of 100% (black
alue text on a
white background). The recommended font size is 12 points.

The address label or address printing must be placed on the
FRONT PAGE, either horizontally on the right-hand side of the
top edge or vertically on the right-hand margin so that the
address Konelajiteltavien
can be read
looking from the inside edge.
lähetysten opas 2020

• newspaper,
4-asentokoodi
muodostuu
neljästä
For
tabloid and
cut tabloid items,
the
identification code is placed below the address.

eri pituisesta viiv

– Tracker bar,lähetys
korkeus 1,70 mm
Tabloid-muotoinen

4 pistettä
– Ascender bar, korkeus 3,40 mm 8 pistettä
Kustantajan ja painon tietoja, maksumerkintä
– Descender bar, korkeus
mm 8 pistettä
Tilaajan3,40
nimi
Katuosoite
00100
Postitoimipaikka
– Full bar, korkeus 5,10
mm
12 pistettä

LEHTI

<<Jakelutieto<<

• Koodin pituus on 45 - 55 mm, korkeus 4,0 – 5,5 mm
• Tulostus mustalla valkoiselle pohjalle
• Vapaa
tila
päissä
mm,
There
must be
10 koodin
mm of free
space at10
both
endsyläpuolella
of the code. 5 mm
0.5 mm of free space under the code is enough. The entire
• Sijoitus
avoimeen
monisivuiseen lähetykseen maks
code
must be on
a white background.

Tilaa
Täyd
Katu
0010
Kus

17

Konelajiteltavien lähetysten opas 2020

Address markings on magazine-shaped
items
The processing of items is based on
observations made using both visual
examinations and the automation of sorting
machines. The larger the font size, the easier
the information on the item is to read.
Currently, there are three different address
marking models available: the threecolumn model, two-column model and
label model. For placement instructions
for ID codes, see the Guide for MachineSortable Items.
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The address label or address printing
must be placed horizontally at the
top edge or right-hand top corner of
the BACK COVER. The top edge of the
magazine’s back cover should include
an empty area that is as large as possible
(at least 3 cm in height) and reserved for
address markings. The amount of space
required depends primarily on the font
size of the address markings. The entire
address must fit in its designated area at
the top edge of the publication.

– Kirkkaaseen muoviin tulostettu ei ole konekelpoinen

• Osoite tulee sijoittaa puolivälin oikealle puolelle
ADDRESS MARKINGS
• Osoitteen voi sijoittaa kuten avoimessa lähetyksessä
Three- and two-column model:

Tilaajan nimi
Täydennetiedot
Katuosoite
00100 Postitoimipaikka

NF 7 2

<<Maksumerkintä<<
<<Ohjaustiedot<<
<<Ohjaustiedot<<
<<Jakelutieto<<

Kustantajan tietoja
Osoitelähde Väestötietojärjestelmä Väestörekisterikeskus PL 123, 00531 HELSINKI Tietojen tekninen toimitus POSTI Oy PL 7, 00011 POSTI

Edelleenlähetyksen
tulostusalue

12

SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<

Konelajiteltavien lähetysten opas 2020

SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Printing facility’s information

Publisher's information
Supplementary information
Printing facility’s information

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<
(blank line)
Printing facility’s information

Publisher's information
(blank line)
SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<
(blank line)
Printing facility’s information

SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<

<– min. 30 mm –>

Publisher's information

<– min. 30 mm –>

STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

<– min. 30 mm –>

Printing facility’s information

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<

<– min. 30 mm –>

Publisher's information
Supplementary information

<– min. 30 mm –>

Publisher's information
Supplementary information
Printing facility’s information

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

Address source: Population Information System Population Register Centre, P.O. Box 123, FI-00531 HELSINKI. Information provided by Posti Ltd, P.O. Box 7, FI-00011 POSTI.

<–

Population Information System
Population Register Centre,
P.O. Box 123, FI-00531 HELSINKI
Information provided by Posti Ltd
P.O. Box 7, FI-00011 POSTI

Printing facility’s
information

Publisher's information
(blank line)
SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<

min. 30 mm

Address source:

–>
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ADDRESS MARKINGS
Sample label:

Other information, such as bar codes, Information Service
ID or control markings for printing can, therefore, be freely
placed in the address field, as long as the restrictions
demonstrated in the above picture are taken into account.

Publisher's information

The address must be printed so that it consists of uniform
characters even if the printing is done through the use of
dots. In the two and three-column models the font size of
the street address and city/municipality must be at least 12
points. The font size for the publisher information and the
name of the subscriber may be no larger than the street
address.

Subscriber's name
Supplementary information
Street address
00100 City/municipality
In the address models, the font size of the street address
has been increased and the locations of address markings
have been standardized in order to make sorting easier.
The locations of address and product information as well as
the font sizes in the address field have been standardized.
Conversely, the locations of other information have not been
standardized. The same font size recommendations apply
to two-column and three-column models. The address
information is also immediately to the right of the center of
the publication in the two-column model.

The address should be black on a white background (contrast
level 100%). The standard height of the white background is
3 cm.
The city/municipality should be on the same line as the postal
code. Font size at least 12 pt.

Street address and subscriber’s name
To the right of center. Font size at least 12 pt.
Publisher and supplementary information

Font size at least 12 pt, no larger than
the street address.
Postal code

To the right of center. Font size at

least 12 pt.
Identification code
Payment indication a.k.a. an

abbreviation

identifying the service, delivery speed
and the operator ID
Marking on the right edge of the
publication. Font size at least 12 pt.

<–

Publisher's
information
Supplementary
information
Printing facility’s
information

<<Payment
indication<<
<<Control
information<<
<<Control
information<<

Vastaanottajan nimi
(Täydennetiedot)
Katuosoite
00100 Postitoimipaikka

C5
ikkunakuori

140 mm
30 mm
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Maksu- ja muut merkinnät

10 mm

The recipient’s address information is located
in the address area of the envelope and
printed according to address standards on the 10 mm
envelope itself or, in case of a window envelope,
on the printout or a separate address sticker.
For more information, see the Guide for
Machine-Sortable Items.

Lähettäjän nimi
Katuosoite
00100 Postitoimipaikka
Maksumerkintä

Edelleenlähetyksen tulostusalue
<<Jakelutieto<<

–>

envelopes

40 mm

mm

– Enintään 10 % väri osoitealueella sallittu

The address in black on a white background
(contrast level 100%). Standard height of the
white background 2.5 cm.
City/municipality
On the same line as the postal code.
Font size at least 12 pt.

30

• Osoite mustalla
valkoiselle alueelle
Center of the publication

min.

Osoitteen sijainti: pienet suljetut lähetykset A6 –
00100
CITY/MUNICIPALITY
(kuori, kortti,
selfmailer)
SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS

ALPHABETIC SORTING (ABC order)
Principles
When a mailer company uses the Sorting Service, the items
are batch sorted, bundled and unitized according to the
instructions given by the service. If the Sorting Service is
not used, the items are prepared so they may be directed
to a sorting process based on the postal code and the

alphabetical and numerical order of the streets. Alphabetic
sorting makes it more efficient to deliver letters, publications
and marketing items in batches that are bundled or boxed
depending on the postal code or transport direction. See the
section Bundling order on page 10.

ABC order
Before being dropped off at an outlet, items are bundled in
ascending order by postal code and organized alphabetically by
delivery address within the postal code as follows:

•
•
•
•
•

Street names in alphabetical order.
House numbers in ascending order.
Stairwell letters in alphabetical order.
Apartment numbers in ascending order.
P.O. Box addresses in ascending order by locker
number.

•

If the following words are as separate words in the
address, they can be abbreviated according to the
guidelines below

Rules for abbreviating addresses
If the addresses need to be abbreviated, for example due to
space limitations in the address register, the alphabetical
order of the items will be preserved as long as the
abbreviations adhere to the following guidelines (JHS 106)
•
•

•

The house number and apartment number must
remain intact.
Abbreviations must not disrupt the alphabetical
order. If an individual address on a street needs to
be abbreviated, the same abbreviation must be
used for all addresses on the same street regardless
of the total number of characters if the alphabetical
order cannot be otherwise guaranteed.
Abbreviating the street in accordance with JHS 106
should be the first resort
In Finnish

In Swedish

alue = al.

bostad = bst.

asunto = as.

brinken = br.

aukio = auk.

bygata(n) = bg.

kaari = kri

gata(n) = g.

katu = k.

gränd(en) = gr.

kerros = krs

led(en) = l.

kuja = kj.

park(en) = pk.

kylä = kl.

skvär(et) = skv.

penger = pgr

stig(en) = st.

polku = p.

strand(en) = str.

puistikko = pko

stråk(et) = sk.

puisto = ps.

sväng(en) = sv.

raitti = r.

torg(et) = tg.

ranta = rt.

väg(en) = v.

rinne = rn.

våning = vån.

•

In Finnish

In Swedish

Eteläinen = Et.

Norra = N.

Itäinen = It.

Östra = Ö.

Läntinen = Länt.

Södra = S.

Pohjoinen = Pohj.

Västra = V.

When using abbreviations, make sure they do not
disrupt the alphabetical order.

If further abbreviation is needed, you may remove characters
from the end of the street name while preserving the
abbreviation for katu, tie, kuja or other place name listed in
JHS 106. However, the first letter of every individual word of
the street address must be preserved.
Example:
Juhana Herttuan puistokatu 152 D 39b
Abbreviation 1: According to JHS 106, the word “katu” is
abbreviated
➡ Juhana Herttuan puistok. 152 D 39b
Abbreviation 2 (if further abbreviation is needed): remove the
necessary number of characters from the end of the street
name while preserving the abbreviation for katu, tie, kuja or
other place name listed in JHS 106.
➡ Juhana Herttuan puisk. 152 D 39b
However, because the first letter of every word of the street
address must be preserved, the puistokatu in the example
may only be abbreviated as follows.
➡ Juhana Herttuan pk. 152 D 39b

taival = tvl
tie = t.
tori = tr.
väylä = vlä
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BUNDLING
Principles
Properly bundled mailing batches make sorting quicker and
ensure that the service level agreement can be adhered to.
A properly tied bundle that can withstand machine-sorting
ensures that your item will arrive intact and neat. The recipient receives your item in the same condition as it was sent.

Items requiring bundling
•

•

Publications are normally always mailed in bundles.
Batches of fewer than 1,000 publications can be mailed in
boxes, and the items must be in an ascending or descending postal code order with the address sides facing the
same way. If the publication batch contains more than
1,000 items, an additional processing fee is charged.
The direct marketing items that need to be bundled are
manually sortable Customer Direct items mailed from
Finland and abroad and machine-sortable Customer
Direct items mailed from abroad. For more information,
see the mailing instructions of Customer Direct. Manually

sortable Customer Direct batches of less than 1,000 items
can be mailed packed in boxes. The items must be ordered
according to postal codes (ascending or descending) with
the address sides facing the same direction.
Bundling requires the mailing batch to be sortable into bundles based on postal code or transport direction (so-called
direct bundles).
So-called openable bundles are also created in Publication
Services and manually sorted Customer Direct when direct
bundles are impossible.
•
•

When a mailer company uses the Sorting Service, the
bundling and unitizing is carried out according to the
instructions given by the service.
If the Sorting Service is not used, the instructions below
should be followed or, when sending direct marketing
items, the separate Customer Direct instructions should be
followed.

Bundling order for addressed items
A bundle is created when items addressed to a certain postal
code, transport direction, postal code area or sorting center
form a bundle that is at least 2 centimeters thick.

Postal code bundle
The mailing register is arranged in ascending order by postal
code and the items are bundled into postal code bundles. A
postal code bundle may only include items directed to one
specific postal code area.

Transport direction bundle
If necessary, one delivery office can be divided into two or
more transport directions. Delivery office information is
maintained in Posti’s bundling register.

Bundle requirements
•
•
•
•

A maximum width of 2 cm.
A maximum weight of 10 kg.
The height cannot exceed the width of the bundle’s
shorter side.
Must withstand machine sorting.

Mailing batches that only create postal code area or sorting
center bundles (so-called openable bundles) are mailed as
manually or machine-sortable. (For more information, see
the Guide for Machine-Sortable Items and service-specific
mailing instructions.)
All bundling levels must be taken into account when
bundling items.
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Postal code area bundle
Items that do not create a postal code or transport direction
bundle are bundled into a postal code area bundle. The postal
code area includes all postal codes with the same first two
numbers.

Sorting center bundle
Items that do not create a postal code area bundle are
bundled into a sorting center bundle. See pages 18 and 20.

00–99 bundle
The rest of the items that do not create other bundles are
bundled into a 00–99 bundle. This bundle is also organized in
ascending order by postal code.

• Mikäli lähetykset ovat epämuotoisia liitteiden tai muiden ominaisuuksien vuoksi,
syntyy epämuotoinen kimppu. Tällainen kimppu tulee olla sidottu vähintään neljällä
venymättömällä pannalla; kaksi kumpaankin suuntaan, vuorotellen pitkittäin ja
poikittain aloittaen pidemmästä sivusta. Älä sijoita pantoja liian lähelle kimpun
reunoja, vaan oheisen kuvan mukaisesti 1/3 päähän reunasta sekä pitkällä että
lyhyellä sivulla.
• Lehden muotoisten, sivusta aukeavien
suositellaan lisäksi kimpun suojana mu
• Kimpun tulee olla tiukasti sidottu niin,
aikana. Erityistä huomiota on kiinnitet
ovat liukaspintaisia tai kimput postitet
A properly tied bundle that can withstand machine-sorting
• Kimpun korkeus ei saa ylittää sen lyhy
ensures that your item will arrive intact and neat. The
• Kimpun enimmäispaino on 10 kg
recipient receives your item in the same condition as it was
• Mikäli käytetään kimppulappua, tulee
3
sent.
suurimman sivun pinta-alasta, ei kuite
Kimputusohjeet
• Ohjaus- ja osoitetietojen tulee olla sel
Kunnolla sidottu,•koneellisen
lajittelun
kimppu
varmistaa,
• Kimppu voi sisältää vain suorakaiteen
A bundle
onlykestävä
contains
items
in a pile,että
not parallel
1muotoisista lähe
ähetyksesi saapuu perille
ehjänä ja siistinä. Vastaanottaja saa lähetyksesi
ympyrän tai kolmion
bundles.

BUNDLING

Lähetykset siististi perille
How to make a bundle suited for machine-sorting
oikeanlaisessa
kimpussa

uuri sellaisena kuin
lähetitkin.
• sen The
bundle is tied with non-stretch bands so that it

2

can endure processing.

Kimppu sisältää vain päällekkäin olevia lähetyksiä, ei rinnakkaisia kimppuja
•
A bundle that is rectangular from all angles (a
Kimppu sidotaan venymättömillä pannoilla niin, että se kestää
publication
or other
symmetrical
is tied
Kaikilta suunniltaan suorakaiteen
muotoinen
kimppu
(lehti tai muuitem)
tasamuotoinen
with
at least
two bands
crosswise,
starting
with
lähetys) sidotaan vähintään
kahdella
ristikkäisellä
pannalla,
aloittaen
pidemmästä
the longer
side.käyttää
Alternatively,
shrink-wrap
or other
sivusta. Vaihtoehtoisesti sidontaan
voidaan
kutiste- tai
muuta muovikalvoa
ja vähintään yhtä pantaaplastic
vahvistamaan
kalvon
saumaa.
ollawith
film can
be used
forOhjaustietojen
binding thetulee
items
luettavissa kalvon läpi. at least one band to strengthen the seam of the

film. The forwarding information must be visible
through the film.

2
1

•
•

•

•
If the items are misshapen due to attachments or
other features, an irregular bundle is formed. Such
bundles must be tied with at least four non-stretch
Mikäli lähetykset ovat epämuotoisia liitteiden tai muiden ominaisuuksien vuoksi,
bands;
two in
eachtulee
direction,
alternating
syntyy epämuotoinen kimppu.
Tällainen
kimppu
olla sidottu
vähintäänlengthwise
neljällä
and
crosswise,
starting
from
the longer
side.
venymättömällä pannalla;
kaksi
kumpaankin
suuntaan,
vuorotellen
pitkittäin
ja Do
not place
theÄlä
bands
closeliian
to lähelle
the edges
of the
poikittain aloittaen pidemmästä
sivusta.
sijoitatoo
pantoja
kimpun
reunoja, vaan oheisen kuvan
mukaisesti
1/3 päähän
reunasta sekä
pitkällä
että
bundle
but follow
the attached
image
and
place
lyhyellä sivulla.
them about 1/3 of the way from the edge on both
the long and the short side.

Mikäli lähetyksiä ei eri ominaisuuksiensa
1/3
liitteiden, tavaraliitteiden tai epämuoto
ehdoin, voidaan ne kuitenkin pakata pa
laatikoihin.
In addition, a protective plastic valmistettuihin
film or wrapping

1/3

•
•

•

4

Pakkaaminen pahvilaatikko

•

1/3

paper is recommended for the bundling of
Ota huomioon laatikoihin pakattae
publication-shaped items that open
from the
side.
• Pahvilaatikon
tulee
olla koneellisen la
The bundle must be tightly bound
so that ittulee
cannot
• Pahvilaatikon
olla suljettu konee
get loose during transport and sorting.
Particular
kestävästi
venymättömillä pannoilla t
Painon
tulee
pahvilaatikon s
attention should be paid when •the
items
injakautua
the
saa päästä
vapaasti liikkum
bundle have a slippery surface orlähetykset
are mailed
in
• Pahvilaatikon
transport units other than those
of Posti Ltd.koko- ja painomäärityks
• Pahvilaatikon päällä tulee olla kimpp
The height of the bundle may not
exceed the
olevat tuote-, ohjaus ja osoitetiedot.
length of its shorter side.
The maximum weight for a bundle is 10 kg.
If a bundle label is used, it should be at least half of
Kimputtamattomat
lähetyks
the size of the item’s largest side
but not smaller
Lähetykset voi myös postittaa helposti
than 90 x 130 mm.
postinumerojärjestykseen
The forwarding and address information
must be osoitepuolet
hinnoitellaan käsinlajiteltavina lähetyks
clearly visible.
A bundle may only contain rectangular items; items
shaped like a heart, circle or triangle cannot be
packed into durable bundles.

If you are unable to secure the bundle with bands,
you can form a bundle out of a box
If items3cannot be bundled with bands due to various
characteristics, such as surface material, attachments of
different sizes, attached objects or irregular shapes, they can
1
be packed into boxes made of cardboard or a similar material.

2

When placing items in boxes, remember that the box, like4any
bundle, must withstand machine-sorting.
•

1/3in a manner
1/3
The box1/3
must be closed
that
withstands machine-sorting; either with nonstretch bands or tape.

•
•
•

The weight must be evenly distributed inside the
box and the items should not move around freely in
the box.
The size and weight specifications of cardboard
boxes are the same as those of bundles*.
The cover of the cardboard box must contain a
bundle label or other easily readable product,
forwarding and address information.

*) Bundling order and bundle requirements can be found
on page 10.
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CONTROL MARKINGS
Control markings on a bundle label
Bundle labels must include delivery service and control
information. When using bundle labels, the bottom item of the
bundle must be turned so that the address information is not
visible. The minimum size of the bundle label is 90 x 130 mm.
Postal code bundle:

The bundle label is white, except in 1-weekday (01 delivery
speed) items where the bundle label is yellow. Bundle labels
like the ones shown below should always be used for items.
The minimum font size is 12 points.

Postal code area bundle:

00–99 bundle:

Product information

Product information

Product information

00670 HELSINKI

06 HELSINKI

00–99

Transport direction bundle:

Sorting center bundle:

Product information

Product information

00660 HELSINKI

70–75 KUOPIO

TRANSPORT DIRECTION
BUNDLE

Product information indications on items and bundle labels
Customer Direct,
machine-sortable
19224

Publication

Customer Direct,
manually sortable
19225

12840

Magazine
Pro

Economy
Publication

19241

19193

Daytime
Long-distance
Publication Delivery Publication Delivery
12841

The information can also be written in text
The recommended minimum font size is 12 points.
Delivery service
Customer Direct
Publication
Magazine Pro
Economy Publication
Daytime Publication Delivery
Long-distance Publication
Delivery

12

Delivery markings
<< A-Posti Oy <<
Posti Green
<< LHT – Posti Oy <<
Posti Green
<< AKL – Posti Ltd <<
Posti Green
<< EL – Posti Oy <<
Posti Green
<< PPJ – Posti Oy <<
Posti Green
<< PET – Posti Oy <<
Posti Green

Primary delivery speed
2-4 weekdays
generally by the 4th
weekday
2 weekdays
generally by the 4th
weekday
1 weekday
2-3 weekdays

12838

CONTROL MARKINGS
Control markings for magazine-shaped items
Bundles can also be dropped off without bundle labels if the
items include the address and control information markings
shown below.
The parts of the control information shown in the model
below are only required on the topmost publications of the
bundle. If the address

is also visible on the bottommost item of the bundle, it needs
to be labeled with the control information as well.
The font size of the postal code and control information in the
right column must be at least 12 points.

Street address and subscriber’s name
To the right of center. Font size at least 12 pt.
Publisher and supplementary
information
Font size at least 12 pt, no larger
than the street address.

Postal code
To the right of center. Font size at least
12 pt.

Payment indication a.k.a. an
abbreviation identifying the service,
delivery speed and the operator ID
Marking on the right edge of the

Identification code
publication. Font size at least 12 pt.
<–

<<Control information<<

Printing facility’s information

00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

<<Control information<<

mm

<<Payment indication<<

STREET ADDRESS

30

SUBSCRIBER'S NAME

Supplementary information

min.

Publisher's information

–>

Center of the publication

The address in black on a white background
(contrast level 100%). Standard height of the
white background 2.5 cm.

City/municipality
On the same line as the postal code.
Font size at least 12 pt.

Postal code bundle
The control information varies by bundle type, see the pictures below. No separate control information is printed out for postal
code bundles.
Three-column model:
<–

SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<

min. 30 mm

Publisher's information
Supplementary information
Printing facility’s information

–>

For example:

Publisher's information

LASSE LEHTI
special designer
TAVINTIE 6 C 3
00670 HELSINKI

<< AKL – Posti <<
Posti Green
<<00670<<
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CONTROL MARKINGS
Two-column model:
<–

SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<

–>

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<
(blank line)
Printing facility’s
information

min. 30 mm

Publisher's information
(blank line)
SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

Transport direction bundle
Three-column model:
<–
min. 30 mm

Publisher's information
Supplementary information
Printing facility’s information

–>

For example:

Publisher's information

LASSE LEHTI
special designer
TAVINTIE 6 C 3
00670 HELSINKI

<<AKL – Posti <<
<<00670<<
<<00660<<

Two-column model:
<–

For example:
Publisher's information
		
LASSE LEHTI
special designer
TAVINTIE 6 C 3
00670 HELSINKI
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<<AKL – Posti <<
<<00670<<
<<00660<<
Printing facility’s
information

–>

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<
(blank line)
Printing facility’s
information

min. 30 mm

Publisher's information
(blank line)
SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

CONTROL MARKINGS
Postal code area bundle
Three-column model:
<–

SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<

min. 30 mm

Publisher's information
Supplementary information
Printing facility’s information

–>

For example:

Publisher's information

LASSE LEHTI
special designer
TAVINTIE 6 C 3
00670 HELSINKI

<< AKL – Posti <<
Posti Green
<<00670<<
<<00<<

Two-column model:
<–

SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<

–>

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<
(blank line)
Printing facility’s
information

min. 30 mm

Publisher's information
(blank line)
SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

Sorting center bundle
Three-column model:
<–
min. 30 mm

Publisher's information
Supplementary information
Printing facility’s information

–>

For example:

Publisher's information

LASSE LEHTI
special designer
TAVINTIE 6 C 3
00670 HELSINKI

<< AKL – Posti <<
Posti Green
<<00670<<
<<00–02<<

Two-column model:
<–
–>

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<
(blank line)
Printing facility’s
information

min. 30 mm

Publisher's information
(blank line)
SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY
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CONTROL MARKINGS
Control markings for newspaper-shaped items
<–
30
mm

<<Payment indication<<
<<Control information<<
<<Control information<<
(blank line)
Printing facility’s
information

min.

Publisher's information
(blank line)
SUBSCRIBER'S NAME
STREET ADDRESS
00100 CITY/MUNICIPALITY

–>

Bundle label models
Newspaper-shaped: Daytime and Long-distance Publication Delivery Bundle

Sender Ltd
Lehtikatu 1
20100 TURKU

BUNDLE DAYTIME
DELIVERY

EI AVATA POSTISSA
PERILLE TOIMITUS MAKSETTU
		
		
		
		

Matti Meikäläinen
Nousutie 1
33101 TAMPERE

Bundle Deliveries
Sender Ltd
Lehtikatu 1
20100 TURKU

BUNDLE

EI AVATA POSTISSA
PERILLE TOIMITUS MAKSETTU
		
		
		
		

Matti Meikäläinen
Nousutie 1
33101 TAMPERE

Bundle delivery allows you to easily mail several items at a
time to one recipient. The maximum weight of the bundle
is 10 kg, maximum dimensions are 320 mm x 470 mm, the
height of the bundle cannot exceed the width of its shorter
side. The minimum width for bundles mailed through the
Bundle service is 20 mm. Bundle Deliveries are delivered
to their recipient as part of basic delivery. Undeliverable
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bundles are disposed of at the operating location. Bundles
are returned to the publisher for a charge if separately agreed
with the publisher (Information Service). Please make sure
that the bundle label clearly reads “Ei avata Postissa” (“Not
opened at Posti”) and “Perille toimitus maksettu” (“Delivery to
the destination has been paid”).

UNITIZING ITEMS
Principles
Item unitizing refers to the loading of bundles or
transportation boxes onto cargo pallets, cage pallets or
rolltainers.
The unitizing level is selected based on the delivery product*,
the size of the batch to be delivered as well as the size of the
items.

*) In Daytime Publication Delivery.
Main levels:
1. Direct delivery office units. Content: direct postal code and
transport direction bundles (for example 00380 Helsinki)
– Bundles to be opened, in a separate unit
– Long-distance Publication Delivery, in a separate 00–99 unit
2. Unitizing by postal center or terminal area (for example 00-02
Helsinki)
content: direct postal code bundles and transport direction bundles
– Bundles to be opened, in a separate unit
– Long-distance Publication Delivery, in a separate 00–99 unit

Packaging and binding the transport units
Transport units must be packed in a way that prevents
them from being harmed on their way from the sender to
the recipient. The contents of the transport unit may not
exceed the upper edge of the cage pallet or rolltainer. If Posti
cannot deliver cage pallets or rolltainers as agreed, the mailer
company will use pallets for mailing.

Weight restrictions
The following weight restrictions must be adhered to when
using transport units in domestic transport:
•
•
•
•

For single-use pallets (100 x 120 cm), the max. use
weight is 1,000 kg.
For publication cages, the max. use weight is 1,000
kg.
For rolltainers, the max. use weight is 250 kg.
For FIN pallets, the max. use weight is 450 kg
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UNITIZING ITEMS
Unitizing Daytime Publication Delivery items, 25 directions
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Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
00 – 02
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
00, 01, 02

Control marking:
TAMPERE
40 – 44
(TRE)
postal code areas:
40, 41, 42, 43, 44

Control marking:
SEINÄJOKI
65 – 66
(SJK)
postal code areas:
65, 66

Control marking:
OULU
90 – 93
(OU)
postal code areas:
90, 91, 92, 93

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
03 – 12
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08,
09, 10, 11, 12

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
45 – 47
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
45, 46, 47

Control marking:
SEINÄJOKI
67 – 69
(SJK)
postal code areas:
67, 68, 69

Control marking:
OULU
94 – 95
(OU)
postal code areas:
94, 95

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
13 – 14
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
13, 14

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
48 – 49
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
48, 49

Control marking:
KUOPIO
70 – 75
(KUO)
postal code areas:
70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75

Control marking:
ROVANIEMI
96
(ROI)
postal code areas:
96

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
15 – 19
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
15, 16, 17, 18, 19

Control marking:
KUOPIO
50 – 52
(KUO)
postal code areas:
50, 51, 52

Control marking:
KUOPIO
76 – 79
(KUO)
postal code areas:
76, 77, 78, 79

Control marking:
ROVANIEMI
97 – 99
(ROI)
postal code areas:
97, 98, 99

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
20 – 25
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25

Control marking:
LAPPEENRANTA
53 – 56
(LPR)
postal code areas:
53, 54, 55, 56

Control marking:
KUOPIO
80 – 83
(KUO)
postal code areas:
80, 81, 82, 83

Control marking:
TAMPERE
26 – 32
(TRE)
postal code areas:
26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32

Control marking:
KUOPIO
57 – 59
(KUO)
postal code areas:
57, 58, 59

Control marking:
OULU
84 – 86
(OU)
postal code areas:
84, 85, 86

Control marking:
TAMPERE
33 – 39
(TRE)
postal code areas:
33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39

Control marking:
TAMPERE
60 – 64
(TRE)
postal code areas:
60, 61, 62, 63, 64

Control marking:
KAJAANI
87 – 89
(KJ)
postal code areas:
87, 88, 89

UNITIZING ITEMS
Unitizing for Daytime Publication Delivery publications
Unitizing at delivery departure point level, must be agreed separately with Posti
Bundles to be opened,
in a separate unit
Direct transport unit*

Control marking:

Control marking:

Terminal/Postal center
(=city/municipality)

Delivery office
(= city/municipality)
00000
(= postal code)

00–02
(= postal code area)
For example:
Tampere
33 – 39

Daytime Publication Delivery
items, in a separate unit

If the number of items
is less than 500, box the
magazines.
The box can be unitized
on top of the unit of the
Daytime Publication
Delivery bundles to be
opened.

Unitizing Long-distance Publication Delivery items at the terminal area level
Direct bundles*

Bundles to be opened

Control marking:

Control marking:

Terminal/Postal center
(=city/municipality)

Terminal/Postal center
(=city/municipality)

00–02
(= postal code area)

00–02
(= postal code area)

For example:
Tampere
33 – 39

For example:
Tampere
33 – 39

Long-distance Publication
Delivery items, in a separate
unit
Postal centers
(4K)
If the number of items is less
than 500,
box the magazines.
The box can be unitized on
top of the unit of the Longdistance Publication Delivery
bundles to be opened.

*) Postal code and transport direction bundles
*) In Daytime Publication Delivery.
Main levels:
1. Direct delivery office units. Content: direct postal code and transport
direction bundles (for example 00380 Helsinki)
– Bundles to be opened, in a separate unit
– Long-distance Publication Delivery, in a separate 00–99 unit
2. Unitizing by postal center or terminal area (for example 00-02 Helsinki)
content: direct postal code bundles and transport direction bundles
– Bundles to be opened, in a separate unit
– Long-distance Publication Delivery, in a separate 00–99 unit
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UNITIZING ITEMS
Unitizing Magazine Pro, Economy Publication and Publication
items and Customer Direct items, 19 Directions

20

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
00 – 02
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
00, 01, 02

Control marking:
TAMPERE
40 – 44
(TRE)
postal code areas:
40, 41, 42, 43, 44

Control marking:
KUOPIO
80 – 83
(KUO)
postal code areas:
80, 81, 82, 83

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
03 – 14
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
45 – 49, 53 – 56
(HKI POK)
postal code area:
45, 46, 47, 48, 49
53, 54, 55, 56

Control marking:
OULU
84 – 86
(OU)
postal code areas:
84, 85, 86

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
15 – 19
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
15, 16, 17, 18, 19

Control marking:
KUOPIO
50 – 52
(KUO)
postal code areas:
50, 51, 52

Control marking:
KUOPIO
87 – 89
(KUO)
postal code areas:
87, 88, 89

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
20 – 25
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25

Control marking:
KUOPIO
57 – 59
(KUO)
postal code areas:
57, 58, 59

Control marking:
OULU
90 – 93
(OU)
postal code areas:
90, 91, 92, 93

Control marking:
TAMPERE
28 – 29
(TRE)
postal code areas:
28, 29

Control marking:
TAMPERE
60 – 69
(TRE)
postal code areas:
60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66, 67, 68, 69

Control marking:
OULU
94 – 99
(OU)
postal code areas:
94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99

Control marking:
TAMPERE
26 – 27, 30 – 32
(TRE)
postal code areas:
26, 27, 30, 31, 32

Control marking:
KUOPIO
70 – 75
(KUO)
postal code areas:
70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75

Control marking:
TAMPERE
33 – 39
(TRE)
postal code areas:
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39

Control marking:
KUOPIO
76 – 79
(KUO)
postal code areas:
76, 77, 78, 79

UNITIZING ITEMS
Unitizing Magazine Pro, Economy Publication and Publication
items and Customer Direct items, 10 Directions
Used when the total weight of the batch is over 800 kg when using rolltainers and over 3,000 kg when using publication cages.

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
00 – 19
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05,
06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19

Control marking:
TAMPERE
26 – 32
(TRE)
postal code areas:
26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
20 – 25
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25

Control marking:
TAMPERE
33 – 39
(TRE)
postal code areas:
33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39

Control marking:
TAMPERE
40 – 44
(TRE)
postal code areas:
40, 41, 42, 43, 44

Control marking:
KUOPIO
50 – 52, 57 – 59,
87 – 89
(KUO)
postal code areas:
50, 51, 52,
57, 58, 59,
87, 88, 89

Control marking:
KUOPIO
70 – 83
(KUO)
postal code areas:
70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 77, 78, 79,
80, 81, 82, 83

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
45 – 49, 53 – 56
(HKI POK)
postal code areas:
45, 46, 47, 48, 49,
53, 54, 55, 56

Control marking:
TAMPERE
60 – 69
(TRE)
postal code areas:
60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66, 67, 68, 69

Control marking:
OULU
84 – 86, 90 – 99
(OU)
postal code areas:
84, 85, 86,
90, 91, 92, 93, 94,
95, 96, 97, 98, 99

Unitizing Magazine Pro, Economy Publication and Publication
items and Customer Direct items, 4 Directions
Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
00 – 25, 45 –49, 53 –56
(HKI POK)

Control marking:
TAMPERE
26 – 44, 60 – 69
(TRE)

Control marking:
KUOPIO
50 – 52, 57 –59,
70 –83, 87 – 89
(KUO)

Control marking:
OULU
84 –86, 90 – 99
(OU)

Unitizing Magazine Pro, Economy Publication and Publication
items and Customer Direct items, 2 Directions or 1 Direction
Used when the total weight of the batch is over 200 kg when using rolltainers and over 500 kg when using publication cages.

Control marking:
HELSINKI POK
00 – 19

Control marking:

Control marking:
or

20 – 99

00 – 99
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UNITIZING ITEMS
Control labels for transport units
The transport unit is labeled with a control label that includes
a bar code, shown in the model below. A so-called blank label
is used as a back-up system. The label has to include the area
where the items in the unit are addressed. The color of the
control label should match the color of the bundle label of the
product in question.

Control label model:
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When using the electronic mailing list, a covering letter is
attached to each mailing batch or the number of the mailing
list is copied to the control label with a bar code.

UNITIZING ITEMS
Unitizing items mailed abroad
Applies to the following product numbers:
1656 International economy letter*
1659 International Priority letter*
*) The publication is mailed abroad as a letter.

However, items with different service levels should never be
unitized together. For example, Priority and Economy items
should not be bundled together or placed on the same pallet.

Boxes

Items belonging to different mailing batches must never be
bundled together. The mailing list only applies to one mailing
batch and customer number, and the receipt inspection is
carried out based on it.

As a rule, the items should be boxed into direct boxes
according to the service level and destination, if the number
of items allows. The boxes must be marked with the product
number, service level and zone:

Registered letters, letters with advice of delivery and Exprès
letters must always be unitized separately from other items,
or otherwise unitized in a way that makes them clearly
noticeable.

EU

The EU countries

EU2

European countries outside of the EU

MUU

Rest of the world

However, items with different service levels should never be
unitized together. For example, Priority and Economy items
should not go in the same box. Items belonging to different
mailing batches must not be put in the same box. The
mailing list only applies to one mailing batch and customer
number, and the receipt inspection is carried out based on it.

Pallets (in shrinking plastic
or secured with a band)
If boxes (see above) are loaded onto pallets, the pallet may
only contain items from one mailing batch, and they must
include a related mailing list or container label. If items from
a different mailing batch are loaded onto the same pallet,
each box must be clearly labeled with the mailing batch they
belong to.
The following instructions must be followed when loading
bundles onto pallets:
If the number of items allows, create country-specific “blind”
bundles (the back covers of the bottom item and top item
face outwards) based on the service level and destination
country. Each bundle must be clearly labeled with the
product number, service level and destination country. If this
is not possible, or if there are leftover items, the bundles are
based on the product number, service level and zone:
EU

The EU countries

EU2

European countries outside of the EU

MUU

Rest of the world

Items addressed abroad must not be combined into units
with items addressed to Finland. They must be delivered
to Posti on separate pallets or at least separate boxes or as
separate bundles.

Examples of unit markings
(box label, bundle label, pallet ID)

a) Priority letter, destination country Denmark
1,659
PRIORITY
DENMARK
b) Economy letter, mixed unit of countries in the price zone
MUU
1,656
ECONOMY
MUU
c) Economy letter, mixed unit of countries in the price zone
EU
1,656
ECONOMY
EU

In this case (small number of items) the bundles are labeled
with the product number, service level and price zone. The
bundles are opened by Posti upon reception, and the items
are sorted based on their size category and destination
country.
If the number of items is very small (individual items), they
should be combined by service level (Priority/Economy) into
bundles and bound with, for example, a rubber band. The
bundles are then placed on a pallet, cage pallet or rolltainer,
on the top of the topmost box and labeled as “ULK”.
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USEFUL INFORMATION
Read more at posti.fi/mailing-instructions
The website contains the following guides and mailing instructions and much more.
•

Guide to machine-sortable items

•

Mailing instructions for Customer Direct

•

Mailing instructions for Economy Standard Letter Pro

•

Instructions for Posti Pro Customer Direct and publication services

Read more >
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USING TRANSPORT UNITS
The use of transport units owned by Posti (cage pallets,
rolltainers, and boxes) is restricted only to Posti’s domestic
transport as separately agreed. Transport units may not be
used for Domestic freight, foreign transport, transport for
other companies or in the Customer’s in-house operations.
Nor may transport units be used for any kind of warehousing.
The Customer will obtain the number of Posti transport units
specified in the Contract normally for the requirements of
three (3) days or for a period of one (1) week free of charge.
Transport units may be given to the Customer for use only if
the Customer has returned any previous transport units they
have used as instructed by Posti.
Posti does not employ a pallet-change system and Posti does
not deliver loading pallets.
Posti shall have the right to monitor and control the use of
the transport units, pick up any unreturned transport units
and invoice a charge specified in to the contract for any
excess time
Posti shall also have the right to perform checks on the

Customer’s premises in order to monitor the use of the
transport units.
The customer shall be responsible for any transport units it
picks up or which have been delivered to the Customer and
the use thereof. If any transport units are used contrary to
these Product Terms or the contract, Posti is entitled to take
possession of the transport units in question.
Posti shall be entitled to charge the Customer compensation
equaling the amount of the acquisition price in the event
that a transport unit is damaged, lost or used contrary to the
Contract.
The customer must inform Posti’s transport order service of
any transport units in the possession of the Customer that
are no longer needed. Posti will pick up such unnecessary
transport units according to the agreed schedule.
The Customer shall likewise be obligated to inform Posti of
transport units, the daily delivery of which has been agreed
to, but which need not be delivered.
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We reserve the right to make changes.

(local network charge/mobile call charge + processing fee (EUR 7.25 per order)

posti.fi
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posti.fi/pick-up-order
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Transport orders

